
Ultrasound

Increased diagnostic confidence  
and improved patient experience

Abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) cause more than 175,000 
deaths globally every year, with an 80% mortality rate if ruptured.1 
Routine surveillance is important, yet imaging modalities in the 
current standard of care are associated with significant drawbacks. 
Philips AAA Model overcomes these drawbacks, offering increased 
diagnostic confidence and an improved patient experience.

Philips AAA Model provides key measurements, including the 
maximum anterior-to-posterior (AP) diameter and partial volume  
of the aneurysm, while also indicating the centerline of the aneurysm. 
Philips AAA Model provides clinicians the necessary diagnostic 
information without the drawbacks of 2D ultrasound and computed 
tomography angiography (CTA) in the current standard of care.

Philips Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm (AAA) Model 

Philips AAA Model is a software application that detects, segments  
and quantifies 3D ultrasound data for use in surveillance of native  
and post-endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) AAAs. 

Current standard  
of care for AAAs
Typically, AAAs are identified incidentally 
during abdominal imaging exams, but in 
some cases can remain undetected until 
rupture. The current standard of care for 
AAAs requires several imaging modalities 
including 2D ultrasound and CTA, but  
each of these methods has its drawbacks: 
inter-operator variability with 2D 
ultrasound and patient exposure to 
high levels of radiation and nephrotoxic 
contrast agents with CTA.
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Procedure Approximate effective  
radiation dose

Comparable time period of  
natural background radiation

Ultrasound 0 mSv 0 years

Computed tomography (CT): 
abdomen and pelvis

10 mSv 3 years 

X-ray: chest 0.1 mSv 10 days

X-ray: dental 0.005 mSv 1 day

Mammography 0.4 mSv 7 weeks

Comparison of radiation exposure among common medical imaging procedures4

Improved patient experience
Philips AAA Model improves the 
patient experience by eliminating 
exposure to high levels of radiation 
and nephrotoxic contrast agents,  
while still providing clinicians with  
the necessary diagnostic information.

Philips AAA Model detects, segments and quantifies 3D ultrasound data for use in surveillance of native and post-EVAR AAAs

It has been shown that 3D ultrasound can be used 
to estimate the diameter and volume of an AAA 
with acceptable reproducibility and an improved 
agreement with CT.2 3D ultrasound also correlates 
significantly better to 3D CT than the currently used 
method of 2D ultrasound when assessing maximum 
diameter of the residual sac after EVAR, with clinically 
acceptable reproducibility.3



The maximal diameter of an AAA is ideally measured 
perpendicular to the centerline, a methodology that  
so far has only been feasible with 3D CT and magnetic 
resonance angiography (MRA).3 Philips AAA Model  
provides the centerline of the AAA throughout the  
volume of the 3D acquisition, making 3D ultrasound  
now also feasible with this methodology.

Philips AAA Model also provides the partial volume of  
the aneurysm. This is beneficial as it has been observed  
that more than one-third of small AAAs considered to be  
stable based on diameter alone were actually growing  
in volume.6 This suggests that volume measurements have  
the potential to supplant diameter as the most important 
single parameter in the diagnosis and surveillance of AAAs.6

Increased diagnostic confidence
For surveillance of a native AAA by measuring the maximum AP diameter  
of the aneurysm, it has been shown that a 3D ultrasound exam can be used 
with inter-operator reproducibility superior to that of a 2D ultrasound exam.5 

The range of inter-operator variability for 3D ultrasound was shown to be  
less than that of 2D ultrasound.

The low cost of ultrasound, combined with 
the absence of both radiation exposure and 
administration of nephrotoxic contrast agents  
to the patient, has made it the preferred imaging 
modality for aneurysm screening and surveillance.7
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Philips AAA Model provides key 
measurements, including the maximum  
anterior-to-posterior (AP) diameter 
and partial volume of the aneurysm, 
while also indicating the centerline  
of the aneurysm.

Lowered cost of care
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Philips AAA Model seamlessly integrates innovative software and leading Philips 
ultrasound technologies, including the Philips X6-1 xMATRIX transducer and  
the Philips EPIQ Elite premium ultrasound system, into a single solution resulting  
in increased diagnostic confidence and an improved patient experience.

EPIQ Elite
EPIQ Elite premium ultrasound features powerful nSIGHT Imaging architecture with the latest  
advances in image processing and transducer technology. EPIQ Elite continues to drive the ultimate  
in general imaging and shared service capability, representing exceptional performance across 
all clinical segments. With EPIQ Elite, an exceptional level of clinical performance, workflow ease 
and advanced intelligence come together like never before to meet the challenges of today’s most 
demanding practices.

Enabled by Philips innovations

The power of xMATRIX
The Philips X6-1 xMATRIX transducer gives clinicians the power to generate a 3D acquisition of an AAA 
with the press of a single button.
• xMATRIX 2D array with 9,212 elements contributes to outstanding image quality
• PureWave single-crystal sensor design with acoustic amplifier technology provides excellent penetration 

and an extended 6-1 MHz operating frequency range
• Dynamic elevation focusing delivers outstanding slice thickness in 2D and Live xPlane imaging modes
• Integration of superb 2D imaging performance with advanced imaging capabilities includes Live xPlane, 

3D and 4D imaging modes


